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Abstract
The exactly integrable systems connected with semisimple series A for arbitrary grad-
ing are presented in explicit form. Their general solutions are expressed in terms of the
matrix elements of various fundamental representations of An groups. The simplest exam-
ple of such systems is the generalized Toda chain with the matrices of arbitrary dimensions
in each point of the lattice.
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1 Introduction
More than fifteen years ago it became clear that with each graded Lie algebra it is possible
to connect the exactly integrable system [1]. The general solution of these systems may be
obtained in a finite number of algebraic operations (including the quadratures). But at that
time the connection of such kind systems with evolution type equations, integrated by inverse
scattering method [2], was not observed in explicit form.
At the present moment situation is as follows: definite class of exactly integrable systems is
equivalent to integrable mappings, with respect to which evolution type equations are invariant
[3]. This invariance allows to obtain the explicit particular solutions of evolution type equations
(including the soliton type subclass). Thus the description of the most large class of integrable
mappings simultaneously solve the problem of the constructing and integrating of evolution
type systems and equations.
The theory of representation of semisimple algebras at the present time in many aspects
is the closed one and so it is natural to try to represent in explicit form all exactly integrable
systems (integrable mappings) connected with arbitrary semisimple algebras together with the
arbitrary grading in it at least in the framework of the construction proposed in [1].
In a series of the recent author’s papers [4], [6], [7] this program was partially realized. The
connection between the graded algebras, integrable mappings, exactly integrable systems and
evolution type equations on the example of An semisimple series and main grading in it ( see
in this connection [5]) was demonstrated in [4]. For arbitrary semisimple algebras ( only for
the case of the main grading ) the explicit form of exactly integrable systems together with
their general solutions have been found in [6]. And at last the same problem for the case of
the semisimple algebras of the second rank but for arbitrary choice of the grading in them was
solved in [7].
The main goal of the present paper is to give solution of this problem for the case of An
series with arbitrary grading in it. This case includes particularly ( as the simplest one) the
generalization of matrix Toda chain with unknown matrix functions of the different dimension
in each point of the lattice.
Few words about the notations. In construction below the following main ingredients will
be used: semisimple algebra, grading in it, maximal numbers of graded subspaces (positive and
negative) exploited and nonequivalent canonical forms to which may be performed with the help
of the gauge transformation, the subspaces of maximal graded indexes. In connection with this
we call the exactly integrable system under consideration by the letter of corresponding semisim-
ple series G, as a function on the grading vector (consisting of the zeros and unites in arbitrary
order), by two natural numbers m1, m2- the maximal graded indexes of the subspaces involved
and indexes C, C¯- the characteristics of above mentioned canonical forms ( the fine structure),
the choice of which may lead to the systems with the absolutely different symmetry type [8].
In these notations usual Toda chain looks as the following G((1, ...1); 1, 1; (1, ..1), (1, ..1)) and
really is the particular simplest example, compare with the rich possibilities of the general
construction.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we present (as a rule without any proofs)
necessary facts and formulae from the representation theory of the semisimple algebras and
groups. Section three is devoted to description of the general construction and mathematical
tricks and methods used in the main sections. In the 4 section the concrete example of gener-
alised matrix Toda chain with the matrices of arbitrary dimension in each point of the lattice
is considered. In section 5 we get rid of the restriction of using only the graded subspaces with
1
0 and ±1 graded indexes and represent corresponding exactly integrable system. Concluding
remarks and perspectives for further investigation are concentrated in section 6.
2 Necessary facts from the representation theory of the
semisimple algebras and groups
Let G be some arbitrary finite dimensional graded Lie algebra 1. This means that G may be
represented as a direct sum of subspaces with the different grading indexes
G =
(
⊕
N
−
k=1G− k
2
)
G0
(
⊕
N+
k=1Gk
2
)
. (2.1)
The generators with the integer grading indexes are called bosonic, while with half-integer
the fermionic ones. Positive (negative) grading corresponds to upper (lower) triangular matri-
ces.
The grading operator H for arbitrary semisimple algebra may be represented as linear
combination of elements of commutative Cartan subalgebra, taking the unity or zero values on
the generators of the simple roots in the form:
H =
∑r
i=1
(K−1c)ihi (2.2)
Here K−1 is the inverse Cartan matrix K−1K = KK−1 = I and c is the column consisting
from zeros and unities in arbitrary order. Under the main grading all ci = 1 and in this case
(K−1c)i =
∑r
j=1K
−1
i,j , r is the rank of the algebra.
As usually the generators of the simple roots X±i (raising, or lowering operators) and Cartan
elements hi satisfy the system of commutation relations:
[hi, hj] = 0, [hi, X
±
j ] = ±Kj,iX
±
j , [X
+
i , X
−
j } = δi,jhj, (1 ≤ i, j ≤ r), (2.3)
where Kij are the elements of Cartan matrix, and the brackets [, } denote the graded commu-
tator, r- is the rank of the algebra.
The highest vector | j〉 (〈j |≡| j〉†) of the j–th fundamental representation possesses the
following properties:
X+i | j〉 = 0, hi | j〉 = δi,j | j〉, 〈j || j〉 = 1. (2.4)
The representation is exhibited by repeated applications of the lowering operators X−i to the
| j〉 and extracting all linear-independent vectors with non-zero norm. Its first few basis vectors
are
| j〉, X−j | j〉, X
−
i X
−
j | j〉, i 6= j, Ki,j 6= 0 (2.5)
In the fundamental representations, matrix elements of the group element G satisfy the
following important identity 2 [9]
sdet
(
〈j | X+j GX
−
j | j〉, 〈j | X
+
j G | j〉
〈j | GX−j | j〉, 〈j | G | j〉
)
=
∏r
i=1
〈i | G | i〉−Kji , (2.6)
1We make no difference between algebra and super-algebra cases, recalling only that even (odd) elements of
the super-algebras are always multiplied by even (odd) elements of the Grassmann space.
2Let us remind the definition of the superdeterminant, sdet
(
A, B
C, D
)
≡ det(A−BD−1C)(detD)−1.
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where Kji are the elements of the Cartan matrix. The identity (2.6) represents the general-
ization of the famous Jacobi identity connecting determinants of (n-1), n and (n+1) orders of
some special matrices to the case of arbitrary semisimple Lee super-group. As we will see in
the next sections, this identity is so important at the deriving of the exactly integrable systems,
that one can even say that it is responsible for their existence. We conserve for (2.6) the name
of the first Jacobi identity. Besides (2.6), there exists no less important independent identity
[5]:
(−1)PKi,j
〈j | X+j X
+
i G | j〉
〈j | G | j〉
+Kj,i
〈i | X+i X
+
j G | i〉
〈i | G | i〉
+
KijKj,i(−1)
jP
〈j | X+j G | j〉
〈j | G | j〉
〈i | X+i G | i〉
〈i | G | i〉
= 0, i 6= j (2.7)
which will be called as a second Jacobi identity. This identity is responsible (in the above sense)
for the fact of existence of hierarchy of integrable systems, each one of which is invariant with
respect to transformations of the integrable mapping, connected with each exactly integrable
system.
Either from (2.6) or from (2.7) it is possible to construct many useful recurrent relations
which will be used in the further consideration.
Keeping in the mind the importance of the Jacobi identities (2.6) and (2.7) for further
consideration for convenience of the reader we present below briefly a proof of (2.6).
Let us consider the left hand side of (2.6) as a function on the group, where G is its arbitrary
element. The action on G in the deffinite representation l of the operators of the right (left)
regular representation is by definition as follows:
Mleft(M˜right)G = MlG(M˜l) (2.8)
where now Ml, M˜l are generators (the matrices of corresponding dimension) of the shifts on
the group in a given l representation. Now let us act on left hand side of (2.6) by arbitrary
generator of simple positive root (X+s )r. This action is equivalent to differentiation and so it
is necessary to act consequently on the first and the second columns of the matrix (2.6) with
summation of the results. The action on the second one is always equal to zero as a corollary
of the definition of the highest state vector (2.4). The action on the first column is different
from zero only in the case s = j. But in this case using the same definition of the highest state
vector we conclude that in the result of differentiation of the first column it becomes equal
to the second one with the zero final result. So as the function on the group the left hand
side of (2.6) is also proportional to the highest vector of some other representation ( or linear
combination of such kind functions). The highest vector of the irreducible representation is
uniquely defined by the values, which Cartan generators take on it. If Cartan generators take
on the highest vector values V (hi) = li, then the last one may be uniquely represented in the
form:
〈l | G | l〉 = C
r∏
i=1
(〈i | G | i〉)li (2.9)
Calculating the values of Cartan generators on the left hand side of equation (2.6) (both left
and right with the same result) and using the last comment about the form of the highest
vector we prove (2.6) ( the constant C=1, as one can see by putting G = 1 and comparing the
terms on the both sides).
The second Jacobi identity can be proved with the help of the arguments of the same kind
[5].
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The following generalization of the first Jacobi identity will be very important in calcula-
tions, connected with nonabelian gradings.
Let | α〉 be the basis vectors of some representation rigorously in the order of increasing
of the number of the lowering generators (see (2.5)). We assume also that under the action
of generators of arbitrary positive simple root on each basis vector there arises the linear
combination of the previous ones.
Then the principal minors of arbitrary order of the matrix (G is arbitrary element of semisim-
ple group):
Gα = 〈α | G | α〉
are annihilated by all generators of positive root from right and negative ones from left.
Indeed this action is equivalent to differentiation and so it is necessary to act separately
on each column (line) of the minor’s matrix with further summed the results. But action of
generator of the positive simple root on state vector with given number of the lowering operators
perform it to the state vector with number of lowering operators on unity less. Thus in all cases
the determinant arises with the linear dependence between it’s lines or columns always with
the zero result. The generators of Cartan subalgebra obviously take the definite values on the
the minors of such kind and if the corresponding values of them are lsi , then it is possible to
write in correspondence with (2.9) the equality:
Mins(G
α) = Cα,s
r∏
i=1
〈i | G | i〉l
s
i (2.10)
and corresponding constant may be determined as it was described above.
3 General construction and technique of computation
The grading of a semisimple algebra is defined by the values, which grading operator H takes
on the simple roots of the algebra. This values may be only zero and unity ones in arbitrary
order. These facts are encoded in the equations:
[H,X±i ] = ±X
±
i , H =
r∑
1
(K−1c)ihi, ci = 1, 0
On the level of Dynkin’s diagrams the grading can be introduced by using two colors for
its dot’s: black for simple roots with ci = 1 and red ones for the roots with ci = 0.
3 With
each consequent sequence of the red (simple) roots it is possible to connect the corresponding
semisimple algebra ( subalgebra of the the initial one). All such algebras are obviously mutually
commutative and belong to zero graded subspace. To zero graded subspace belong also Cartan
elements of the all black roots. We conserve the usual numeration of the dots of Dynkins
diagrams and all red algebras will be distinguished by the index of its first root ms. The rank
of ms-th semisimple algebra will be denoted as Rs. So X
±
ms
, X±ms+1, ....X
±
ms+Rs−1 are the system
of the simple roots of ms red algebra.
After these preliminary comments we pass to description of the general construction [1].
Let two group valued functions M+(y),M−(x) are solutions of S- matrix type equations:
M+y = ((
m2∑
0
B(+s(y))M+ ≡ (B(0 + L+)M+ M−x =M
−(
m1∑
0
A(−s(x)) ≡M−(A(0 + L−) (3.11)
3Red and black colors are in deep connection with two levels of Johnny Walker theory.
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where B(+s(y), A(−s(x) take values correspondingly in ±s graded subspaces. s = 0, 1, 2, ...m1,2.
In each finite dimensional representation B(+s(y), A(−s(x) are upper (lower) triangular matrices
and so equations (3.11) are integrated in quadratures.
The key role in what follows plays the composite group valued function K:
K = M+M−. (3.12)
It turns out that matrix elements of K in various fundamental representations are connected
by closed systems of equivalent relations, which can be interpreted as exactly integrable system
with known general solution.
Now we pass to the describing of the necessary calculation methods to prove this proposition.
First of all let us calculate the second mixed derivative (ln〈i | K | i〉)x,y, where index i
belongs to black dot of Dynkins diagram. We have consequently:
(ln〈i | K | i〉)x =
〈i | K(A0 + L−) | i〉
〈i | K | i〉
= A0i (x) +
〈i | KL− | i〉
〈i | K | i〉
(3.13)
Indeed, Kx = M
+(y)M−x (x) = K(A
0 + L−) as a corollary of equation for M−. All red com-
ponents of A0 under the action on the black highest vector state | i〉 lead to a zero result in
connection with (2.4). The action of Cartan elements of the black roots satisfy the condition
hj | i〉 = δi,j | i〉 and so only coefficient of hi remains in the final result (3.13).
Further differentiation (3.13) with respect to y, with the help of the arguments above, leads
to following result:
(ln〈i | K | i〉)x,y = 〈i | K | i〉
−2
(
〈i | K | i〉 〈i | KL− | i〉
〈i | L+K | i〉 〈i | L+KL− | i〉
)
. (3.14)
Applying (2.8) of the previous section to the left hand side of (3.14), we obtain finally:
(ln〈i | K | i〉)x,y = L
−
r L
+
l ln〈i | K | i〉 (3.15)
And thus the problem of the calculation of the mixed second derivative is reduced to the
pure algebraic manipulations on the level of representation theory of semisimple algebras and
groups. Further evaluation of (3.15) is connected with repeated applications of the first (2.6)
and second (2.7) Jacobi identities as it will be clear from the material of the next section.
As was mentioned above the red algebras of the zero order graded subspace in general
case are not commutative ones and this leads to additional computational difficulties. Let us
denote by | mi〉 the highest vector of mi-th fundamental representation of the initial algebra.
Of course, | mi〉 is simultaneously the highest vector of the first fundamental representation of
the mi red algebra. Let 〈αi |, | αi〉 be the basis vectors of the first fundamental representation
(this restriction is not essential) of mi-th red algebra and let us consider the matrix elements of
element K in this basis. Ri+1×Ri+1 matrix ( Ri+1 is the dimension of the first fundamental
representation), with the matrix elements 〈αi | K | αi〉 will denoted by a single symbol ui (
index i takes values from one to the number of the red algebras, which is the function of the
chosen grading).
For derivatives of matrix elements of such constructed matrix we have consequently (index
i we omit for a moment):
〈α | ux | α〉 = 〈α | K(A
0 + L−) | α〉 =
∑
γ
〈α | K | γ〉〈γ | IA0 | α〉+ 〈α | KL− | β〉 (3.16)
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Or in the equivalent form:
u−1ux = A
0(x) + u−1〈| KL− |〉
Further differentiation with respect to variable y leads to:
〈| ((u−1ux)y |〉 = u
−1〈| (B0 + L+)KL− |〉 − u−1〈| (B0 + L+)K |〉u−1〈| KL− |〉 =
(3.17)
u−1(〈| L+KL− |〉 − 〈| L+K |〉u−1〈| KL− |〉)
The last expression with the help of standard transformations may be brought to the form of
the ratio of the two determinants correspondingly of the Ri + 2 and Ri + 1 orders:
〈| u(u−1ux)y |〉 =
DetRi+2
(
u KL− |〉
〈| L+K 〈| L+KL− |〉
)
DetRi+1(u)
(3.18)
The key role in the process of the rediscovering of the last expression plays the generalised
Jacobi identity (2.10).
4 Generalized matrix Toda chain
The title of this section is decoded in the notations of introduction as follows:
An((0, ..0, 1), (0...0, 1), (0......0, 1), (0...0)); 1, 1;C, C¯).
The zero subspace consists from the mutual commutative mi red algebras ARi and Cartan
elements hmi+Ri , which are noncommutative with the first and the last simples roots following
after and previously red algebras. The meaning of C, C¯ will be clarified in what follows. In the
case, when mi =M we come back to the case of so called matrix Toda chain, considered from
the different point of view in the papers [9],[12],[13].
The system of (Ri + 1) basis vectors of the first fundamental representation of the mi red
algebra ARi is the following (index i will be omitted on a time):
| m〉, X−m | m〉, X
−
m+1X
−
m | m〉, .....X
−
m+R−1....X
−
m | m〉 (4.19)
The system of (R + 1) basis vectors of its last fundamental representation is:
| m+R − 1〉, X−m+R−1 | m+R− 1〉, ....X
−
m....X
−
m+R−1 | m+R − 1〉 (4.20)
It will be suitable sometimes to enumerate the basis (4.19) with the help of the natural positive
numbers from 1 up to (R+1) from left up to right and basis (4.20) in the same manner but in
the opposite direction. Thus:
〈1 |≡ 〈m |, 〈2 |≡ 〈m | X+m, 〈j |≡ 〈m | X
+
m...X
+
m+j−2, (X
+
mX
+
m−1 = 1).
Of course, these sequences of basis vectors are only a part of the same for the mi and
mi +Ri − 1 fundamental representations of the initial A algebra.
In what follows the notation m¯i ≡ mi +Ri − 1, mi+1 = m¯i + 2 will be used. And also:
bi ≡ m¯i + 1 < a >= 〈a | K | a〉
6
Two (R + 1) × (R + 1)- matrix valued functions um and um¯ constructed from the matrix
elements of arbitrary group element G in two bases above will be important for the further
consideration.
As a direct corollary of the generalised Jacobi identity (2.10) the following proposition takes
place:
Two (Ri + 1)× (Ri + 1) matrix functions
yi =
umi
< bi−1 >
, zi =
um¯i
< bi >
are connected by the relation:
y−1i = tiz
T
i t
−1
i (4.21)
where ti is (Ri+1)×(Ri+1) matrix with non zero matrix elements only on the main antidiagonal,
consisting from ±1 in the exchange order, T is the sign of transposition.
First of all let us calculate the determinants of um, um¯. The matrices of both determinants
satisfy conditions of generalised Jacobi identity of the end of the second section. So it is
necessary only to calculate the summed values of Cartan generators V h on the sequence of the
state vectors (4.19) and (4.20). In the first case nonzero are only V hm−1 = R, V hm+R = 1 in
the second one V hm−1 = 1, V hm¯+1 = R and so we conclude:
Det(umi) =< bi−1 >
Ri< bi >, Det(um¯i) =< bi >
Ri< bi−1 > (4.22)
and so really Detyi ×Detzi = 1.
To prove the proposition (4.21) in the whole volume it is sufficient to present the matrix ele-
ments of inverse matrix as a ratio of corresponding minors of Ri order matrix u to it determinant
and apply the generalized Jacobi identity (2.10).
For further calculation for us will be important more detailed knowledge of the graded
structure of the initial algebra, which we present with the help the diagram below and further
comments to it.
mi−1 I
+1
i−1 I
+2
i−1
I−1i−1 mi I
+1
i
I−2i−1 I
−1
i mi+1
Here quadratic blocks are the root spaces of mi red algebras; I
±
i are components of subspace
with graded indexes ±1. They are described with the help of rectangular (Ri+1)× (Ri+1+1)
and (Ri+1 + 1)× (Ri + 1) matrices, respectively. I
± =
∑
i I
±
i , I
−
i = (I
+
i )
T . All components of
±1 graded subspace, except of I±i , I
±
i−1 are mutually commutative with root space of mi red
algebra and lead to zero result under the action on the basis vectors (4.19) and (4.20).
It will be suitable to denote each composite root of the initial A algebra by the indexes of
its first and last simple roots, from which it is composed ( so called tensor notations):
(i, j)+ = [X+i [X
+
i+1[....[X
+
j−1, X
+
i ]..]], i ≤ j, (i, i)
+ = X+i , (i, i− 1)
+ = 1, (i, j)− = ((i, j)+)T
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The components of L±, taking values in I±i , have the form:
L+i =
Ri+1∑
s=1
Ri+1+1∑
j=1
P¯ is,j(y)[(mi + s− 1, m¯i)
+[(m¯i + 1, m¯i + 1)
+(mi+1, mi+1 + j − 2)
+]] (4.23)
In (4.23) the complicate positive root of I
(+1
i subspace is presented in form of the consequent
commutator of the third positive roots from which it is composed. The third order commutator
in the case, when one ( or two simultaneously) of its component goes to unity (s = Ri + 1 →
(mi + Ri, m¯i)
+ = 1; j = 1 → (mi+1, mi+1 − 1)
+ = 1) is reduced to usual commutator of two
roots or disappeared at all.
And so coefficient function P¯ i is described with the help of (Ri+1)× (Ri+1+1) rectangular
matrix.
L−i = (L
+
i )
T with the simultaneously exchange the coefficient matrix P¯ i(y) on (Ri+1 + 1)×
(Ri + 1) rectangular matrix P
i(x). We call this operation as ”hermitian conjugation”.
After these necessary explanations we are able to pass to concrete calculation of (3.18) for
mi red algebra.
As was mentioned above different from zero input in this expression may give only L±i , L
±
i−1
components of operators L±. So the four terms from the possible combinations of two last
objects arise. As it will be clear from what follows the reciprocity combinations L±i , L
∓
i−1 lead
to zero result and so finally in (3.18) it remains the sum of two terms L+i , L
−
i and L
+
i−1, L
−
i−1.
All composite roots of the generator L−i are constructed from the negative simple roots
(generators) X−j with the index j no less than mi. The bases vectors of the form:
X−j X
−
j ....X
−
m | m〉, X
−
j X
−
j+1X
−
j ....X
−
m | m〉
in the case of A series have the zero norm and so in the result of the action of L−i operator
on each basis vector of (4.19) only the vector states of the same kind may arise but with more
number of lowering operators with consequent raising on unity indexes. The same is true up to
operation of ”hermitian conjugation” with respect to action of L+i on bra state vectors of the
first fundamental representation of mi red algebra.
The result of the action of L+i on j state vector from (4.19) may be represented in the form:
〈t | L+i =
〈mi | (mi, mi + t− 2)
+L+i = 〈mi | (mi, m¯i + 1)
+
Ri+1+1∑
j=1
P¯ it,j(mi+1, mi+1 + j − 2)
+) (4.24)
The result of action of L−i on a ket state vector 〈t | from the left arise as ”hermitian conjugation”
of (4.24).
After this in the process of calculation of (3.18) operators in sum of (4.24) and analogical
sum of negative roots generators from the right may be taken out from determinant sign in the
form of generators of the right (left) of regular representation shifts ( see (2.8)). The remaining
determinant satisfy all conditions of the generalised Jacobi identity (2.10) with the system of
the state vectors (4.19) added by the vector | mi + Ri〉 ≡ X
−
mi+Ri
| Ri + 1〉. After calculation
the values of Cartan generators on it we obtain:
DetRi+2 =< bi−1) >
Ri+1 〈mi+1 | K | mi+1〉 (4.25)
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The generators of right (left) regular representations in each terms contain positive (negative)
simple roots beginning exactly from index mi+1. This leads after the action on the highest
vector of first fundamental representation of the mi+1 red algebra (4.25) to the matrix elements
in this representation, which coincide with matrix elements of the matrix ui+1. Taking into
account the value of calculated Debtui (4.22), we obtain finally expression for the first term of
(3.18), which we present in matrix form including in it u−1i from the left side of (3.18):
< bi−1 >
< bi >
u−1i P¯
iui+1P
i ≡ y−1i P¯
iyi+1P
i (4.26)
where P¯ i(y) and P i(x) are correspondingly (Ri + 1) × (Ri+1 + 1) and (Ri+1 + 1) × (Ri + 1)
rectangular matrices of coefficients of L±1i operators.
The calculation of the term with the pair L+i−1, L
−
i−1 is a bit more complicated. First of all,
let us pay attention ton the fact that each generator of the positive complicate root, belonging
to I
(+1
i−1 , may be uniquely presented as a consequent commutator of three terms
(s, k)+ = [(s, m¯i−1)
+, [(mi − 1, mi − 1)
+, (mi, k)
+]]
where (s, m¯i−1)
+- generator of the positive root of the last column of mi−1 red algebra, (mi, k)
+
the element of the first line of mi red algebra and (mi − 1, mi − 1)
+ ≡ X+mi−1- generator of the
simple black root on the boundary of these two red algebras.
Except of these regular elements to I
(+1
i−1 belong also the generators:
(mi − 1, mi − 1)
+, [(s, m¯i−1)
+, (mi − 1, mi − 1)
+] , [(mi − 1, mi − 1)
+, (mi, k)
+]
composing respectively the first line and column of I
(+1
i−1 .
Now let us consider the action of the operator L+i−1 on the bra bases vectors of mi red
algebra (4.19). We have consequently:
〈k | L+i−1 ≡ 〈mi | X
+
mi
...X+mi+k−2
∑
s,j
P¯
1,i−1
s,j [(s, m¯i−1)
+, [(m¯i−1 + 1, m¯i−1 + 1)
+, (mi, j)
+]] =
− 〈mi | X
+
mi
X+mi−1(mi + 1, mi + k − 2)
+
∑
s,j
P¯
1,i−1
s,j (mi, j)
+(s, m¯i−1)
+. (4.27)
The same expression up to ”hermitian conjugation” arises as a result of the action of L−i−1
on the ket state vector (4.19). Now the process of calculation of determinant (3.18) may be
performed in two steps. All generators of complicated positive (negative) roots may be taken
out from the sign of determinant in the form of corresponding generators of left (right) regular
representation shifts. The sequence of bases vectors of remaining determinant coincide with bra
(ket) basis (4.19) added by state vector 〈mi | X
+
mi
X+mi−1. All conditions of generalized Jacobi
identity (2.10) are satisfied and after calculation of the summed values of Cartan generators on
such sequence of bases vectors we come to the following value for determinant from (3.18):
DetRi+2 =< mi +Ri >< mi − 1 >
Ri−1< mi − 2 >< mi + 1 > (4.28)
In the last expression < mi − 2 > is the matrix element between the highest vector states of
last fundamental representation of mi−1 red algebra; the generators (s, m¯i−1)
± of left (right)
shifts of regular representation acting on this function lead to matrix elements of the matrix
um¯i−1 from (4.21); < mi + 1 > is the highest vector of the second fundamental representation
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of mi red algebra, which it will be suitable with the help of first Jacobi identity to present in
the form:
< mi + 1 >< mi − 1 >=
〈mi | K | mi〉〈mi | X
+
mi
KX−mi | mi〉 − 〈mi | KX
−
mi
| mi〉〈mi | X
+
mi
K | mi〉. (4.29)
In (4.27) there are two types of generators of the complicate roots constructed from raising
operators (mi + 1, k)
+ and (mi, j)
+ beginning correspondingly from mi+1 and mi simple roots
generators. Each one of them give nonzero input under the action only on the one of two factors
in (4.29). The positive roots generators (mi + s − 1, m¯i)
+ acting from the left on the highest
vectors < mi +Ri >≡< m¯i > ( and the same negative ones from the right) lead to the matrix
(tum¯it)
T , which with the help of (4.22) is connected with y−1i−1.
Gathering all these results together we obtain for the second part of
detRi+2
detRi+1
from (3.18),
connected with the input of the the pair I
(±1
i−1 the following expression (we include in it the u
−1
i
from the left):
(ln < i− 1 >)xyI − P
1,i−1y−1i−1P¯
1,i−1yi, I = u
−1
i ui
or united ui with < bi−1 >
−1 we obtain finally equation, which functions yi satisfy:
(y−1i (yi)x)y = y
−1
i P¯
1,iyi+1P
1,i − P 1,i−1y−1i−1P¯
1,i−1yi (4.30)
In the particular case of the equal dimensions of all matrices yi and the choice of all P, P¯ as the
unity matrix of corresponding dimension we come back to the system of equations of matrix
Toda chain.
5 The case of arbitrary graded subspaces involved
The elements of I
(+k
i k-graded subspace may be enumerated in the same way as it was done
in the case of I
(+1
i one. In their construction the following sequence of generators takes part:
(mi + s− 1, m¯i)
+ - elements of the last column of mi red algebra, (mi+k, mi+k + j − 2)
+ - the
same of the first line of mi+k - red algebra and generator (m¯i + 1, mi+k−1 + 1)
+ element of the
lower left corner of I
(+k
i subspace.
The ”regular” element of I
(+k
i may be presented in form:
(s, j)+ = [(mi + s− 1, m¯i)[(m¯i + 1, m¯i+k−1 + 1)
+, (mi+k, mi+k + j − 2)
+]],
1 ≤ s ≤ Ri + 1, 1 ≤ j ≤ Ri+k + 1.
About the meaning of the last expression in the case, when one or two its elements formally
equal to 1, see the comments after (4.23) of the previous section.
The components of L+ki operator, belonging to +k graded subspace, may be written in the
form very near to (4.23):
L+ki =
Ri+1∑
s=1
Ri+k+1∑
j¯k=1
P¯
k,i
s,j (y)[(mi+s−1, m¯i)
+[(m¯i+1, m¯i+k−1+1)
+, (mi+k, mi+k+ j¯k−2)
+]] (5.31)
As always:
L−ki = (L
+k
i )
T , P¯
k,i
s,j (y)→ P
k,i
j,s (x)
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And thus the generators L
(±k
i are described by (Ri + 1 × Ri+k + 1) and (Ri+k + 1 × Ri + 1)
rectangular matrices of their coefficients.
In concrete calculations below we restrict ourselves by the choice m1 = m2 = 2. The
situation in the case of arbitrary m1, m2 will become clear and obvious after this consideration.
As one can see the nonzero input under the action on the bases state vectors of mi red
algebra may be give only the following components of L± generators:
L±1,i + L±2,i + L±2,i−2 + L±1,i−1 + L±2,i−1
In the process of calculation of the determinant in (3.18) the following sequences of Ri + 2
bases vectors may arise: the sequences of the Ri + 1 bases vectors of the first fundamental
representation of mi-th red algebra (4.19) added by 〈mi | (mi, m¯i+1)
+, 〈mi | (mi−1, mi)
,〈mi |
(mi− 1, m¯i+1)
+. The determinants for the two first sequences were calculated in the previous
section (4.25),(4.28). They belong to different irreducible representations and by this reason
reciprocity terms between them are cancelled. In calculations below reciprocity terms between
the 1-3, (3-1), 2-3, (3-2) bases take place and calculation of the corresponding determinants as
also in the (3-3) case need additional attention.
Let us consider for instance the case (1-3). So we want to calculate the determinant:
DetRi+2〈1 | K | 3〉
With respect to left shifts it is the highest vector of (V hbi−1 = Ri − 1, V hmi+1 = 1) irreducible
representation of the initial A algebra. Thus DetRi+2 is some matrix element between the
highest vector from the left and some other bases vector of this representation from the right.
All such vectors may be obtained with the help of the action some number of the lowering
operators on the highest vector (see section 2). Calculating the values of Cartan elements from
right we uniquely come to conclusion that this is the single lowering generator X−mi−1 and thus:
DetRi+2〈1 | K | 3〉 =
1
Ri + 1
< mi+1 > X
−
mi−1
< bi−1 >
Ri+1 (5.32)
With the help arguments of the same kind we obtain:
DetRi+2〈2 | K | 3〉 =< bi−1 >
Ri−1< m¯i−1 > (mi + 1, m¯i + 1)
− < mi + 1 > (5.33)
And, finally, in the case of (3− 3) we have:
DetRi+2〈3 | K | 3〉 =
< bi−1 >
Ri−1< mi+1 > 〈mi − 1 | X
+
mi−1
K | mi − 1〉〈mi − 1 | KX
−
mi−1
| mi − 1〉+
< bi−1 >
Ri−1< mi − 2 > (mi + 1, m¯i + 1)
+(mi + 1, m¯i + 1)
− < mi + 1 >< m¯i + 1 > (5.34)
The proof of this formulae see in Appendix I.
Now we would like to calculate the input of (1− 1) pair in (3.18).
The action of L+i ( two its first terms) generator on state vectors of mi red algebra takes
the form (compare with the same calculations (4.24)):
〈t¯ | L+i =
〈mi | (mi, m¯i+1)
+(
Ri+1+1∑
j¯1=1
P¯
1,i
t¯,j¯1
(mi+1, mi+1+ j¯1−2)
++
Ri+2+1∑
j¯2=1
P¯
2,i
t¯,j¯2
(mi+1, mi+2+ j¯2−2)
+) (5.35)
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Now we substitute (5.35) and ”hermitian conjugated” result of action L−i on a ket state
vectors (4.19) in (3.18). In what follows we will not specially remind each time that the same
operation is necessary to do simultaneously from right also. Taking out of the determinant sign
the generators in the circle brackets of (5.35) in the form of regular representation shifts ( see
(2.8)), we come to the determinant, which was calculated in the previous section (4.25). All
generators of the composite roots in the circle brackets of (5.35) contain the simple root X±mi+1
and thus the determinant DetRi+2 in the numerator of (3.18) is some linear combination of the
matrix elements of the mi + 1 - fundamental representation of the initial algebra.
Our nearest goal is to express it in the terms the matrix elements of ui matrices and
characteristics of the ±1,±2 graded subspaces.
The equality below, explained and proved in Appendix II, plays the key role in what follows
(here it is rewritten in the form, necessary for further applications ):
〈mi+1 | (mi+1, m¯i+1 + 1)
+K(mi+1, m¯i+1 + 1)
− | mi+1〉 =
(α¯Ri+1+1ui+1α
Ri+1+1) +
〈mi+1 − 1 | K | mi+1 − 1〉〈mi+2 | K | mi+2〉
〈mi+2 − 1 | K | mi+2 − 1〉
(5.36)
where (α¯Ri+1+1, αRi+1+1) are (Ri+1 + 1) dimensional line and column vectors with components:
α¯Ri+1+1s =
〈m¯i+1 + 1 | (mi+1 − s+ 1, m¯i+1 + 1)
+K | m¯i+1 + 1〉
< m¯i+1 + 1 >
.
Complicated roots in the circle brackets of (5.35) will be suitable to present in the commutator
form:
(mi+1, mi+1 + j¯1 − 2)
+ = [(mi+1, m¯i+1 + 1)
+, (mi+1 + j1 − 1, m¯i+1 + 1)
−],
(mi+1, mi+2 + j¯2 − 2)
+ = [(mi+1, m¯i+1 + 1)
+, (mi+2, mi+2 + j¯2 − 2)
+]
After substituting the last form ( the generators) of complicate roots in (5.35) we pass to the
problem of calculations the actions of the operators (below and ”hermitian conjugated” to it):
Ri+1+1∑
j¯1=1
P¯
1,i
t¯,j¯1
(mi+1 + j¯1 − 1, m¯i+1 + 1)
− +
Ri+2+1∑
j¯2=1
P¯
2,i
t¯,j¯2
(mi+2, mi+2 + j¯2 − 2)
+ (5.37)
on the right hand side of (5.36).
Thus it is necessary to act by operator (5.37) on both terms of (5.36) independently. The
second term of (5.36) is the product of matrix elements of highest vectors of different funda-
mental representations and so the action on it by each negative root from left and positive one
from the right is equal to zero. Thus the action of the first sum of (5.37) on the second term
of (5.36) leads to the zero output. The action of the second sum is equivalent to:
< m¯i + 1 >
< m¯i+1 + 1 >
∑
j¯2,j2
P¯
2,i
t¯,j¯2
(ui+2)j¯2,j2P
2,i
j,t =
< m¯i + 1 >
< m¯i+1 + 1 >
(P¯ 2,iui+2P
2,i)t¯,t
In the process of calculation of the action of operators (5.37) on the first term (5.36) it is
necessary to take into account the following circumstance. The generators of both sums give
different from zero output, acting only on the components of the line vector α¯Ri+1+1. The action
of the operators of negative roots from left transform it to the zero line with single unity on
the corresponding place. Action of the positive root generators from the second sum of (5.37)
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leads to arising of additional rectangular Ri+2 + 1 × Ri+1 + 1 matrix A¯
i+2,i+1 with the matrix
elements:
A¯
i+2,i+1
j¯,s¯
=
〈m¯i+1 + 1 | (mi+1 + s¯− 1, mi+2 + j¯ − 2)
+K | m¯i+1 + 1〉
〈m¯i+1 + 1 | K | m¯i+1 + 1〉
(5.38)
Gathering all results above, we obtain the following expression for the action the operators
(5.37) on the first term of (5.36):
(p¯i1,iui+1pi
1,i)t¯,t, (5.39)
where:
p¯i1,i = P¯ 1,i + P¯ 2,iA¯i+2,i+1, pi1,i = P 1,i + Ai+1,i+2P 2,i.
Taking into account all scalar factors ( the matrix elements of the highest vectors of different
fundamental representations), we obtain finally expression for output into (3.18) the terms,
connected with the pair graded subspaces (L±1i + L
±2
i ):
y−1i (p¯i
1,iyi+1pi
1,i + P¯ 2,iyi+2P
2,i) (5.40)
Now we would like to calculate the output of reciprocity (1-3) and (3-1) terms. The general
scheme of these calculations remains the same as above with only one difference to use the
reciprocity determinant (5.32) instead of (4.25). Result consists in two additional terms:
−A¯i,i−1P¯ 2,i−1yi+1pi
1,i − p¯i1,iyi+1P
2,i−1Ai−1,i
The account of the first part of (3− 3) terms, connected with the first term in of determinant
formulae (5.34) leads to result, which together with of the last terms and (5.40) may be united
in the finally expression, which is coincided with (5.40) by the form but with:
p¯i1,i = P¯ 1,i + P¯ 2,iA¯i+2,i+1 − A¯i,i−1P¯ 2,i−1,
pi1,i = P 1,i + Ai+1,i+2P 2,i − P 2,i−1Ai−1,i. (5.41)
In what follows under pi we will always understand the last definition (5.41).
Now we pass to calculation of the second pair of terms (2-2), giving output in (3.18). The
situation become more clear after presenting in the explicit form
∑2
r=1L
±r
i−r:
2∑
r=1
Ri−r+1∑
s¯=1
Ri+1∑
j¯r
P¯
r,i−r
s¯,j¯r
[(mi−r + s¯− 1, m¯i)
+[(m¯i−r + 1, m¯i−1 + 1)
+, (mi, mi + j¯r − 2)
+]]
After action by the last sum on t¯ - bra state vector of mi red algebra we obtain:
〈mi | (mi−1, mi)
+(mi+1, mi+t¯−2)
+
∑
r
∑
s¯,j¯r
P¯
r,i−r
s¯,j¯r
(mi−r+s¯−1, m¯i−1)
+(mi, mi+j¯r−2)
+. (5.42)
Further evaluation of the last expression exactly coincides with the transformation of (4.27).
The difference consists only in arising the additional sum on graded index r instead of only one
term r = 1 in (4.27). To this sum it is applicable recurrent procedure of the present section
and finally (5.42) may be rediscovered as the following:
˜(ln < bi−1 >)x,yI −
∑
r
Πr,i−ry−1i−rΠ¯
i,i−ryi
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where now:
Π¯1,i = P¯ 1,i − A¯i,i−1P¯ 2,i−1 Π1,i = P 1,i − P 2,i−1Ai−1,i.
and by symbol ˜ we have denoted that part of the second derivative of ln function, which is
connected with the output of the corresponding grading subspaces.
Taking into account the reciprocity terms (2-3) ,(3-2) and the part of the terms connected
with second term in (5.34), we reconstruct Π up to the pi from (5.41) and come to the final
form of equation of equivalence for matrices functions:
(y−1i (yi)x)y = y
−1
i
2∑
r
p¯ir,iyi+rpi
r,i −
2∑
r=1
pir,i−ry−1i−rp¯i
r,i−ryi (5.43)
where pir,j, p¯ir,j are defined in (5.41).
To close the system of equalities it is necessary to calculate the derivatives of pir,j, p¯ir,j matrix
functions with respect to y, x arguments respectively.
For this purpose it is necessary to calculate the derivatives of A¯x and Ay. From the results
of section 3 and the definition of A, A¯ matrix functions it follows that
(A¯i+1,ij,s )x = (mi−1 + s− 1, mi+1 + j − 2)
+L− ln < m¯i + 1 > .
Only three graded components of L−, namely (L−1i , L
−2
i , L
−2
i−1), give input in this derivative.
Calculation using only the technique of the present section leads to the result:
A¯i+1,ix = yi+1pi
1,iy−1i , A
i,i+1
y = y
−1
i p¯i
1,iyi+1 (5.44)
With the help of the last expressions we close the system of equations of equivalence:
p¯i1,ix = P¯
2,iyi+2pi
1,i+1y−1i+1 − yipi
1,i−1y−1i−1P¯
2,i−1, p¯i2,i ≡ P¯ 2,i,
pi1,iy = y
−1
i+1p¯i
1,i+1yi+2P
2,i − P 2,i−1y−1i−1p¯i
1,i−1yi, pi
2,i ≡ P 2,i (5.45)
The generalization of above calculations to the case of the presence of graded subspaces of
arbitrary dimension is not a very cumbersome problem. Firstly let us mark that output of the
terms of the k-th graded subspace under the action on the bases vectors of mi-th red algebra
consists of k + 1 terms of L+, which may be presented in the form:
L+ki =
k∑
p=0
Ri−p+1∑
s¯p
Ri+k−p+1∑
j¯p=1
P¯
k,i−p
s¯p,j¯p
(mi−p + s¯p − 1, mi+k−p + j¯p − 2)
+ (5.46)
From the last expression reader can see that except of the terms p = 0, p = k the generator
of each complicate positive root (under the action on the bases of mi-red algebra) contain as
a composite part the generator (mi − 1, m¯i + 1)
+, which can’t be taken out of the sign of
determinant in (3.18). The terms with p = 0 as a component contain generator (mi, mi + 1)
+.
The terms with p = k contain as the same component (mi−1, mi)
+. Thus in the general case in
the process of calculation of determinant (3.18) may arise only 5 possibilities considered above
(4.25),(4.28),(5.32),(5.33) and (5.34).
We will not repeat in details the corresponding calculation for obtaining the equations of
equivalence for matrix yi functions. These calculations are not very cumbersome by their origin
but need many place for consequent description. We present here only the final result:
(y−1i (yi)x)y = y
−1
i
M∑
r
p¯ir,iyi+rpi
r,i −
M∑
r=1
pir,i−ry−1i−rp¯i
r,i−ryi (5.47)
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where now:
p¯ik,i = P¯ k,i +
M∑
s=k+1
s−k∑
t=0
(−1)tA¯i,i−tP¯ s,i−tB¯i+s−t,i+1, A¯i,i ≡ 1, B¯i,i ≡ 1 (5.48)
where now rectangular Ri+1×Rj+1, j ≤ i matrices A¯, B¯ with the following matrix elements:
A¯i,jp¯,q¯ =
〈m¯i−1 + 1 | (mj + p¯− 1, mi + q¯ − 2)
+K | m¯i−1 + 1〉
〈m¯i−1 + 1 | K | m¯i−1 + 1〉
B¯i,jp¯,q¯ =
〈m¯j + 1 | (mi + p¯− 1, mj + q¯ − 2)
+K | m¯j + 1〉
〈m¯j + 1 | K | m¯j + 1〉
The reader can compare the last and follow below expressions with the same ones in the
case of the main grading [4] and come to conclusion that difference consists in the correct order
of the matrix functions involved.
The closed system arise after calculation the derivatives of the (pi, p¯i) functions with the
respect to arguments (y, x) respectively:
∂p¯ir,i
∂x
=
M−r∑
q=1
(yipi
q,i−qy−1i−qp¯i
q+r,i−q − p¯iq+r,iyi+q+rpi
q,i+ry−1i+r) (5.49)
∂pir,i
∂y
=
M−r∑
q=1
(y−1i+rp¯i
q,i+ryi+q+rpi
q+r,i − piq+r,i−qy−1i−qp¯i
q,i−qyi) (5.50)
Thus the system of equations (5.47),(5.49) and (5.50) is exactly integrable and its general
solution is given by the formulae above.
6 Outlook
In some sense in the present paper the initial idea of Sofus Lie is realized. Firstly the aim of
introduction of the continuos groups was connected with the hope to obtain the power apparatus
for solving of the differential equations.
On the example of semisimple groups of the An series (with arbitrary grading in it) we have
decoded this idea and described in explicit form the exactly integrable systems, general solution
of which is possible to obtain with the help and in the terms of group representation theory.
This is the main output of the present paper.
Its results explain also the successful approach to generalization of the theory of integrable
systems to the case of the operator-valued unknown functions [11],[12]. In fact results of sections
4 and 5 show, that considered then systems are exactly integrable under arbitrary dimensions of
unknown matrix functions involved. Thus the problem of the rigorous mathematical description
of the domain of correct definition of all objects taking part in these systems arises. From the
physical point of view, of course, the most interesting is the continuous limit to have possibility
to include into the game the Heisenberg operators (or -in and -out) of the (quantum) theory
of interacting fields. One can compare this with the canonical quantization of two-dimensional
Toda chain [14].
From results of this paper a new look on the problem of quasi-determinants [10] arises,
because on the way the explicit expression for these objects are found here in terms of group
representation theory.
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And the last comment. We have not presented in this paper the general form of exactly
integrable system as functional of the taken grading, maximal graded subspaces involved and
possible canonical form on them. All systems of the present paper and also of ([7]) can be
written in terms of invariant root techniques. Of course, the question about their generalization
on the case of Kac-Moody and quantum algebras arises. In the first case for the main grading
it is possible to obtain the general solution of periodical Toda chain in the form of absolutely
convergent series [17]. Each term of this expansion is fully defined only by the properties of
representations of Kac-Moody algebras. Thus it is likely to expect that in the case of arbitrary
grading (in Kac-Moody case) we will have to deal with nonabelian periodical Toda systems
and the general solution of such a problem will be possible represent in the form of absolutely
convergent series in terms of representation theory of Kac-Moody algebras [18]. The other
alternative point of view on this problem is yet realized in [11]. Situation in the case of the
quantum algebras is the more intrigued and the author would not like to do any guess on this
subject except of the mention of yet solved scalar case [14].
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7 Appendix I
The additional to bases vectors (4.19) is the vector 〈mi | (mi−1, m¯i+1)
+, (mi−1, m¯i+1)
− | mi〉.
Thus the summed values of Cartan generators on DetRi+1 are the following:
V hmi−1 = Ri − 1, V hmi−2 = 1, V hmi = 1, V hmi+1 = 1
Under the action on determinant with the help of generators of the simple roots X±mi−1, X
±
m¯i+1
from left and right respectively we come back to determinants calculated in the main text
(4.25),(4.28 ). Thus up to the functions annihilated from the right and left by generators of
the simple roots the answer is known. The summed values of Cartan generators on this term
are coincided with the presented above. So up to the numerical factor for this term we obtain:
< mi − 1 >
Ri−1< mi+1 >< mi − 2 >< mi >
The numerical factor may be obtain after comparison both sides for special choice of K = 1 as
it was done many times before.
8 Appendix II
With the help of consequent differentiation of the second Jacobi identity (2.7) for the case of
An series (ki,i±1 = −1), it is possible to prove the following equality:
α¯m,m+1,...m+k = (−1)
k−1α¯m+k,...m+1,m +
k∑
s=1
(−1)s+1α¯m+s,...m+kα¯m+s−1,...m
16
and the same equality for α functions.
With the help of these equalities it is possible to lead the following
k∑
s=0
< m+ s >
< m+ s− 1 >
α¯m+s,...m+kαm+k,...m+s =< m− 1 >
−1 α¯k+1umα
k+1
where um is (k + 1) × (k + 1) matrix in the basis (4.19); α¯
k+1, αk+1 are (k + 1) - dimensional
line (column) vectors with the components αk+1s = (−1)
s+1αm+s−1,...m+k; the line vector α¯
k+1
is ”hermitian conjugated” to the column αk+1 one.
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